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TEACHING BRITISH VALUES
Our English Martyrs’ School community aims to follow the example of Christ
in welcoming, recognising, fostering and developing each individual as a unique
and special gift of GOD with value and dignity
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Teaching British Values
Democracy
Within their classes, at the start of each academic year, all children focus on the importance of rules
and as a class draw up their own class rules. We have recently reintroduced the school council.
Children are selected, by their classmates, on a termly basis to represent their class at school council
meetings. Pupil surveys are carried out on a regular basis and children are not simply asked multiple
choice questions, but are given the ability to share their views.
The Rule of Law
Children learn very early on the importance of laws and are introduced to rules in school.Our school
rules were devised by children and cover all aspects of school life.
Through Religious Education, PSHE, the wider curriculum and visits from members of the police
force and fire brigade children are taught to understand the reasons behind laws and rules, that they
protect and govern us and they develop an understanding of actions and reactions. Children are
taught that, when we break the rules or the law there are consequences

Individual Liberty
Children are encouraged to make choices in a wide range of situations here at Peter Hills, knowing
that they are in a safe and supported environment.
In lessons children are often given the chance to decide how they present their work and when
rectifying behaviour children are often asked what they feel would be an appropriate sanction.
Children are encouraged to know, understand and exercise their rights and personal freedom;
through our everyday actions and interactions which teach children the importance of exercising
these rights safely.
Tollerance
Here at Peter Hills we celebrate diversity; Collective Worship, Religious Education and PSHE lessons
reinforce the message of tolerance and respect for all. Workshops and staff training are delivered, by
a range of agencies, to promote tolerance in our school around race, culture, sexual orientation,
religion, gender and social circumstances. Children have all received diversity training to help equip
them for the diverse world we live in.
Collective workshops and sessions led to promote an awareness of prejudice and the impact of
bullying. Children learn about different faiths and beliefs and throughout the year children visit
different places of worship.

